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Bodily injury risks, consequent upon fire and explosion, are
normally insured in connection with cinemas, theatres, hotels,
schools, hospitals and other premises where numbers of persons
may be congregated. The principal feature for the surveyor to
explore is the adequacy of the exits and means of escape gener-
ally. The provision of panic-bolted doors and other suitable
emergency exits is essential. Care is needed when surveying
old buildings intended to house many persons, particularly at
night, such as schools and hotels.
Railway Indemnities
Traders frequently find it necessary to arrange for their pre-
mises to be served by railway sidings or to obtain warehouse
accommodation on railway premises. When this is so, a clause
is invariably inserted in the agreements under which the re-
quired facilities are granted, whereby the trader is made respon-
sible for third party claims brought against the railway in
respect of accidents arising out of the use of their premises.
Many such agreements go far beyond common law liability for
the negligence of a trader's own employees and require him to
assume responsibility for accidents occasioned by railway em-
ployees, while undertaking work in connection with the sidings
or warehouses.
The surveyor should be furnished with a copy of the indem-
nity clause contained in the agreement. In his survey, he must
have regard to any reference in the agreement to the provision
of adequate fencing to discourage trespassers, and the extent to
which the railway will operate rolling stock on the siding. More
important still, however, is the risk of trucks running away and
thus causing collisions on passenger lines. Attention must there-
fore be given to the safety devices provided; whether these com-
ply with official regulations; whether, in fact, any truck running
away could, by a combination of circumstances, reach a pas-
senger line, and whether such line is used for main, local, or
branch services.
The safety devices used include the provision of gradients
tending to discourage motion in the direction of the passenger
line, the insertion of catch points at crossings in order to derail
runaway trucks unless the points are set in their favour, and the
presence of sand drags to stop such trucks. A sand drag consists
of railway lines laid in sand, in a dead end, to which runaway
trucks would be automatically led, unless tlie points were de-
liberately set to allow passage to the main line. Such points axe
usually controlled by the signal box and, in this event, unauthor-
ised interference is not to be expected.

